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Research question
• What determines mutual fund flows of households?
– Performance
– Fees

• Recent literature finds that distributors influence retail investors‘
choice of mutual funds.
– But how important is the distribution channel for flows?

• We identify the magnitude of the distribution channel on mutual
fund flows.
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Our setting
• Exogenous shifts in the distribution channel of mutual funds.
– Customers forced to switch bank as their bank failed after the
financial crisis.
– Mutual funds affiliated with customers’ new bank can directly
distribute funds to new customers.

• Knowledge of total portfolio of mutual funds.
• Identify part of flow due to distribution channel.
• Estimate effect of flows on households’ mutual-fund portfolio
fees and performance.
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Summary of results
• Distribution channel key
driver of retail investors’
choice of mutual funds
– Four years after merger, 35%
of total mutual investments
have been allocated to funds
affiliated with the new bank.
– 22% of entire net liquid
assets.
– Dominates chasing of
performance and fees.

• Distribution channel accounts for a third of households‘
mutual fund flows.
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Outline
1. Literature, setting & data
2. Main results.
•

How important is the distribution channel?

3. Are investors better off?
4. Conclusion
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Literature
1. Distribution channel affects mutual fund flows:
–
–
–

Bergstresser, Chalmers, and Tufano (2009), Christoffersen, Evans, and Musto (2013),
Jenkinson, Jones, and Martinez (2016), Coockson, Jenkinson, Jones, and Martinez
(2018), Linnainmaa, Melzer, and Previtero (2016, 2018).
Christoffersen, Musto, and Wermers (2014).
Knuutila, Puttonen and Smythe (2007), Pool, Sialm, and Stefanescu (2016).

2. Past fund performance and investor flows
–

Berk & Green (2004), Sirri and Tufano (1998), Bergstresser & Poterba (2002), Guercio
and Tkac (2002, 2008), Ivkovic & Weisbenner (2009), Spiegel & Zhang (2013), Ferreira,
Keswani, Migual, and Ramos (2012), and Christoffersen, Musto & Wermers (2014)

3. Financial advice

– Worsens performance
Bergstresser, Chalmers & Tufano (2009), Bhattacharya, Hackethal, Kaesler, Loos,
Meyer (2012), Hackethal, Haliassos & Japelli (2012), Mullainatha, Nöth & Schoar
(2012), Christoffersen, Evans & Musto (2013), Karabulut (2013), Chalmers & Reuter
(2015), Foerster, Linnainmaa, Melzer & Previtero (2015), Hoechle, Ruenzi, Schaub &
Schmid (2016, 2018), Egan (2017), and Fecht, Hackethal, & Karabulut (2018).
– Improves performance
Kramer (2012), Gaudecker (2015), and Linnainmaa, Melzer & Previtero (2017)
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Bank-affiliated mutual funds
• Dominate mutual industry in Europe (Ferreira et al., 2017)
– In Europe, 70+% of mutual fund assets in bank-affiliated mutual funds
– 10% in US. In US, brokers cater to different mutual funds families. Distribution
channel important but more difficult to estimate.
• Implications for US: What happens if you financial advisor/broker changes?

• Examples in Denmark:

...etc.

• During our sample bank and fund are seperate identities, but bank
gets paid for providing services to the fund family
– Distribution channel (kickback), portfolio advice, legal advice, trading execution,
deposit/custody, etc.
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Working sample

• 80% of mutual fund investors have holdings in these fund
families
– 70% of depositors in Denmark in banks 1-6

• Criteria for fund families:
– Largest fund families with clear connection to one bank
– Fund families where connected bank acquires another bank in sample
period
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Investor data
Mutual fund holders (above 17 yrs) living in Denmark in 2005-2012
1.

2.

3.
4.

Fund holdings: Danish Tax Authorities

– Private fund holdings, year-end
– Number, value, ISIN, ...
– Directly reported from financial institutions

Main bank: ‘Easy Account’

– All public benefits: tax refunds, child support, housing benefit, etc.
– Typically salary

Statistics Denmark

– Age, wealth, income, education, gender, number of children, etc.

Morningstar
– Fund fees & ratings
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Summary stat. on mutual fund holders
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Connected holdings in 2012

79% of fund holders own at
least one connected funds

69% of invested value
is in connected funds

• Unreported probit results:
– Main predictor of having funds in family X is being a customer in bank X
– Not driven by individual characteristics: age, gender, married,
education, children, immigrant, income & wealth
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Main analysis: Exogenous bank switch
• Subsample of investors in acquired banks

– 12,000 fundholders affected
– Verify that treated individuals similar to average fund holder

• Takeovers/mergers

– Banks acquired and retail customers transferred to new bank
– New bank connected to specific mutual fund family
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Connected holdings
Treatment group
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• Magnitude after 4 years:

– Approx. DKK 200,000 (EUR 27,000) in connected funds = 22% of net
liquid assets
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Diff-in-diff
1 in one of four post-switch years
0 otherwise
Post-merger for non-switchers assumed 2009-12
1 if forced switcher
0 if non-switcher

Year-by-year
post-merger effect

Individual i, bank j, time t
y = How much in conn. funds:
1. Number of connected funds
2. Fraction of funds connected
3. Value of connected funds
4. Fraction of value connected
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Diff-in-diff results
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When people switch funds, most switch fully
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Implies people sell existing funds. And consistent with infrequent trading.
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Are investors better off?
Value-weighted portfolio average fee/rating

operating expenses + mgmt. fee
fund assets

1-5 Morningstar rating
based on performance

Confirm no effects in Diff-in-diff estimations
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Are retail
investors
even trying
to perform?
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Are investors better off?
1. Better performance?
– No

2. Lower fees?
–

No. Investors pay transaction costs, i.e. lose in monetary terms

3. Preferred customer programs?
–

4.

Cannot explain the shifts

Non-monetary benefits?
–
–

Investors might lose trust in their old bank as it fails
Might transfer this loss of trust to the advice given by the old bank

–

Next slide: All – i.e. not only forced due to bankruptcy of bank – bank
switches.
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All bank switches
• Moving, get better mortgage deal, better customer service, etc.

• 70% of funds in connected funds.
• Close to 50% of a customer‘s fund holdings shifted when distribution channel
shift.
• Around a third of fund flows due to distribution channel
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Conclusion
• Strong effect of distribution channel on mutual fund flows.
– After shifting bank, massive portfolio shifts occur.
– Not explained by performance chasing, lower fees or other customer
benefits.
– Results extend to all bank switches, which are common.
– Around a third of households‘ mutual fund flows due to distribution
channel.

• Implications
– For modelling/understanding mutual fund flows
– For understanding advice given by banks
– For regulators (MiFID II & Fiduciary Rules in US)
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